
“He leaves no doubt that he is destined to play 
a role in the future of jazz.” 

—Philip Van Vleck, Billboard

the recording New Cuban Express—which marks Valera’s 
sixth record as a leader and a new direction in his playing and 
writing—consists of eleven Valera originals and two covers, 
focusing on material derived from the Afro-Cuban tradition.

MANUEL VALERA | Piano, Fender Rhodes, Keyboards
YOSVANY TERRY | Alto and Soprano Saxophone, Chekere
TOM GUARNA | Electric and Acoustic Guitar
JOHN BENITEZ | Bass
LUDWIG AFONSO | Drums
MAURICIO HERRERA | Percussion
 

the band Manuel Valera and the New Cuban Express is a 
project deeply influenced by the experiments of Cuban artists 
from the 70s and 80s. While inspired by artists Irakere, Emil-
iano Salvador and AfroCuba, this working band creates a  
unique and distinctive style that mixes elements of Jazz, R&B, 
fusion and funk with Cuban music styles. 

latest press quotes
“The sound is both old and 
spectacularly new in terms of 
his re-invention of the music of a 
tradition to which he is inextricably 
linked. And this increases Valera’s 
importance as a musician in the 
arena of Afro-Cuban music. 
–Raul da Gama, Latin Jazz Network, June 2012

New Cuban Express is one of the 
best new Latin Jazz releases we’ve 
heard this year (or in a while, 
frankly), and sets a bar that will be 
hard for others  to jump over.
–Bill Tilford, Timba.com, June 2012

With New Cuban Express, 
Valera stakes his claim for the 
establishment of a new sound 
in fusing rhythms of Latin with 
elements of modern/fusion. 
–Edward Bianco, EJazz News, June 2012

booking  
JoAnne Jimenez 
The Bridge Agency 
joanne@thebridgeagency.us 
Office: 718-522-5107 
Cell: 718-877-0053

links  
manuelvalera.com 
cdbaby.com/cd/manuelvalerawithjohnpati 
soundcloud.com/manuelvaleramusic/sets/manuel-valera-and-the-new/ 
facebook.com/NewCubanExpress

publicity  
Chris DiGirolamo  
Two for the Show Media 
Chris@TwofortheShowMedia.com 
twofortheshowmedia.com 
Office: 631-298-7823 
Cell: 718-669-0752
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Wallace Roney
Home
HIGHNOTE 7218

★★★★

Wallace Roney’s latest disc, 
Home, is by far one of the best 
jazz trumpet dates of the year.

The ever-savvy Roney 
starts off the program with 
the intriguing “Utopia,” an 
obscure Wayne Shorter com-
position. Roney and his tenor 
saxophone-playing brother, 
Antoine Roney, pair up horns on the elliptical melody before splitting 
off to engage in some noteworthy soloing. 

With the help of drummers Kush Abadey, Darryl Green and Bobby 
Ward, Roney brings a refreshing now factor to the rhythmic underpin-
nings. On a stuttering reading of John McLaughlin’s “Pacific Express,” 
Roney’s soaring improvisations and bassist Rashaan Carter’s funky 
groove owe as much to 21st century hip-hop as they do to ’70s fusion. 
A similar delight happens on the mesmerizing makeover of Shorter’s 
“Plaza Real,” where the rhythmic vibe and George Burton’s glimmer-
ing Rhodes suggest heavy listening to the likes of hip-hop mavericks 
such as Madlib, J Dilla and 9th Wonder as well as Herbie Hancock and 
Joe Zawinul.

The haunting ballads “Ghosts Of Yesterday” and the smoldering 
“Evolution Of The Blues” are solid compositions that any jazz artist 
would love to call their own. Sure, they echo an aesthetic that’s become 
an inescapable pillar of jazz. But if, as the disc’s title hints, that’s indeed 
Roney’s artistic home base, why make such a fuss?  —John Murph

 
Home: Utopia; Home; Pacific Express; Plaza Real; Dawn; Evolution Of The Blues; Ghost Of Yesterday; 
Revive. (60:35)
personnel: Wallace Roney, trumpet; Antoine Roney, soprano and tenor saxophones; Aruán Ortiz, 
keyboards; George Burton, Fender Rhodes (4); Doug Carn, organ (5); Rashaan Carter, bass; Kush 
Abadey, drums (1, 3, 6); Darryl Green, drums (4, 5); Bobby Ward, drums, (2, 7, 8); Shakoor Sanders, 
percussion (2). 
ordering info: jazzdepot.com

Jamie Reynolds trio
Time With People
FRESH SOUND NEW TALENT 405

★★1/2

Pianist Jamie Reynolds wastes no 
time in attempting to make an 
impression on his debut. The 
Toronto native jumps out of the gate 
with left-hand ostinatos on “Ideas 
Of North” and follows up with right-
hand harmonies, balanced with nim-
ble intervals, on “Locks (Part One).” His mates don’t slouch, either. Bassist 
Gary Wang lays down contrapuntal lines and fluctuating runs. Meanwhile, 
drummer Eric Doob lathers up the patter with skittering brushwork. Point 
taken: This acoustic-minded trio nails technique and methodology. Such is 
the intense degree of focus and concentration, one guesses Reynolds may 
have recorded the entire album with his eyes closed. When Reynolds loos-
ens up and lets go of complex time-signature devices—and the formality 
they demand—a personality begins to develop, and claustrophobic har-
monic density and new-agey elements even out. His brief improvisation-
al pieces and the three-part “Locks” indicate an ability to lead from the 
heart rather than the head. Too often, however, Time With People is rem-
iniscent of a cautious recital.       —Bob Gendron

Time With People: Ideas Of North; Locks (Part One); Singing School; Improvisation (View); Miel-
Coeur; Locks (Part Two); Cold Spring; Improvisation (We’re All Here); Morning Sun; Locks (Part Three); 
Time With People; The Feeling Of Jazz. (51:15)
personnel: Jamie Reynolds, piano; Gary Wang, bass; Eric Doob, drums.
ordering info: jamiereynoldsmusic.com

Manuel Valera
New Cuban Express
MAVO 1104

★★★★1/2

Cuba-born pianist and compos-
er Manuel Valera knows both 
sides of the Latin jazz street. It 
would be tempting to slap that 
label on this fiery collection of 
his originals. In truth, though, 
this is a jazz album that uses 
Afro-Cuban music as an undercurrent and a jumping-off point.  

Valera is an extravagant musician, and his measure can perhaps be 
divined from his solo “Intro To Upwards”: From an ordered, classical-
ly derived motif to effusive two-handed flourishes to single-note lyri-
cism to a pumping montuno, Valera sets the table for a charged ensemble 
workout led by Yosvanny Terry’s galvanic alto sax. The group sound is 
full and animated; when Valera throws in swaths of electric keyboard or 
Rhodes color—yet another source of sonic surprise. Trap drummer Eric 
Doob and percussionist Mauricio Herrera provide such dimensional 
rhythm that Valera and guitarist Tom Guarna—who spins tangy single-
note solos on “Choices” and “Regards”—are free to play rhythm or not.        

Even with a sextet, Valera sustains exciting simultaneous musical 
currents. Somebody please give him a big band date.   —Kirk Silsbee

 
New Cuban Express: New Cuban Express; Intro To Upwards; Upwards; Choices; Me Faltabas Tú; 
Regards; Poly; Intro To Gismonteando; Gismonteando; Interlude; Cinco Contra Trés; Danzon; Makuta. 
(69:34)
personnel: Manuel Valera, piano, Fender Rhodes, keyboards; Yosvanny Terry, alto and soprano saxo-
phones, chekere; Tom Guarna, electric and acoustic guitars; John Benitez, bass; Eric Doob, drums; 
Mauricio Herrera, percussion. 
ordering info: manuelvalera.com

tedeschi trucks Band 
Everybody’s Talkin’ 
SONY MASTERWORKS 88691

★★★

Tedeschi Trucks Band’s double-
disc consists of 10 tracks cho-
sen from a year’s worth of shows 
around the world. (An 11th, 
“Nobody’s Free,” is a new studio 
track.) The Floridian couple, a 
match made in roots-music heav-
en, transcends genre boundaries 
with composure and flair. In effect, Derek Trucks and Susan Tedeschi 
are fronting a nine-piece cover band, thrilled to add new wrinkles to 
old songs they treasure. Four original songs, highlighted by the rousing 
“Bound For Glory,” would’ve fit tours many moons ago by Joe Cocker’s 
Mad Dogs & Englishmen and Delaney & Bonnie’s jam entourage.

A slide guitar virtuoso, Trucks mixes discipline and spontaneity in 
the pursuit of ecstatic release. He noticeably gets there, for instance, 
about eight minutes into “Learn How To Love” and twice during “Bound 
For Glory.” Tedeschi sings with a tough compassion that would draw 
a thumbs-up from a venerable soul-blues elders like Bland or Mighty 
Sam McClain. As a bonus, the Berklee alumna plays better-than-aver-
age blues guitar. Still, the bandleaders aren’t immune from excess and 
padding tunes. On disc two, a 16-minute “Uptight” loses its funk start-
ing with a trumpet solo, and the next track, “Love Has Something Else 
To Say,” plods on for 11 talk-is-cheap minutes.  —Frank-John Hadley

Everybody’s Talkin’: Disc One: Everybody’s Talkin’; Midnight In Harlem (Swamp Raga Intro With Little 
Martha); Learn How To Love; Bound For Glory; Rollin’ And Tumblin’; Nobody’s Free; Darling Be Home 
Soon (63:25). Disc 2: That Did It; Uptight; Love Has Something Else To Say (With Kissing My Love); 
Wade In The Water (43:01).
personnel: Derek Trucks, guitar; Susan Tedeschi, guitar, vocals; Oteil Burbridge, bass; Kofi Burbridge, 
keyboards, flute (6); J.J. Johnson, drums, percussion; Mike Mattison, vocals, acoustic guitar (2); Mark 
Rivers, vocals; Kebbi Williams, saxophone; Maurice Brown, trumpet; Saunders Sermons, trombone, 
vocals (Disc One, 7; Disc Two, 3).
ordering info: sonymasterworks.com
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the artist Based in New York 
City, Grammy nominated pianist and 
composer Manuel Valera was born 
and raised in Havana, Cuba. Since 
arriving in NYC, he has become 
well known in the NYC modern jazz 
scene, garnering national reviews 
and lending his talents as a pianist 
and composer to such notable artist 
as Arturo Sandoval, Paquito D’Rivera, 
Brian Lynch, Dafnis Prieto, Jazz at 
Lincoln Center Orchestra, Jeff “Tain” 
Watts, Chris Potter, Dave Binney, 
Adam Rogers, Mark Turner, John 
Benitez, Samuel Torres, Joel Frahm, 
Yosvany Terry and Pedro Martinez 
among many others. 

This dynamic and prolific artist has 
recorded six cds as a bandleader. His 
critically acclaimed debut cd in 2004 
Forma Nueva (MAVO) features John 
Patitucci, Horacio “El Negro” Hernandez 
Bill Stewart and Seamus Blake. Historia 
(Fresh Sounds New Talent, 2005), a 
jazz quartet with Antonio Sanchez, 
Seamus Blake and Ben Street. His third 
release Melancolia (MAVO,2006)—
employs a string quartet incorporating 
world rhythms and classical concepts 
in the jazz idiom. Vientos (Anzic, 
2007),representing a new working 
quartet, features bassist James Genus, 
drummer Ernesto Simpson, saxophonist 
Joel Frahm and a woodwind quartet. 
His fifth and trio recording Currents 
(MaxJazz 2009) features Ernesto 
Simpson and James Genus. 

In addition, he has been awarded 
several grants for composition most 
notably Chamber Music America’s 
New Jazz Works and the ASCAP Young 
Jazz Composer Award. Manuel has 
travelled the world performing in over 
30 countries at some of the biggest 
international venues and festivals. 

the press release 

Composer-Pianist Manuel Valera Conjures Deep Roots  
On Sixth Outing as a Leader, New Cuban Express

After flirting with Latin rhythms within a modern post-bop context on his 
five previous releases, the brilliant Cuban-born pianist and composer 
Manuel Valera has put together the album of a lifetime. That recording, 
New Cuban Express, is nominated for the 2013 Grammy Awards. 
As a followup to 2009’s trio recording, Currents, a savvy collection of 
jazz standards and originals, Valera has dipped into his own Afro-Cuban 
roots on his superb new release, New Cuban Express. Accompanied by 
fellow Cuban musician Yosvany Terry on alto sax, Tom Guarna on guitar, 
John Benitez on electric bass, Eric Doob on drums and Mauricio Herrera 
on percussion, Valera and his empathetic crew summon up percolating 
polyrhythmic grooves on this outstanding clave-fueled outing. 

Alternating between piano and Fender Rhodes electric piano, with 
touches of Mini-Moog and synth seasonings layered onto the 
highly-charged proceedings, Valera stretches on driving numbers 
like the infectious title track, the burning “Choices,” the turbulent 
“Gismonteando,” the chopsbusting “Cinco Contra Tres” and the urgent 
funk-fusion closer “Makuta.” He reveals a romantic side on the traditional 
flavored “Danzon,” which erupts into a scintillating son montuno jam 
midway through with spirited call-and-response statements from Terry 
on soprano sax and Guarna switching from acoustic to electric guitar. 
“Upwards” triggers memories of Chick Corea’s spicy synth-laden outing 
from the ‘70s, My Spanish Heart, while Valera wails on Fender Rhodes 
on “Choices” and “Regards.” The two well-chosen covers here are the 
harmonically intriguing “Me Faltabuas Tu,” by Jose Antonio Mendez, and 
the percolating Afro-Cuban workout “Poly,” by Emiliano Salvador.

Throughout this potent, hard-hitting outing, Valera joins with guitarist 
Guarna and saxophonist Terry on tight, chops-busting unison lines while 
Benitez and Doob combine with percussionist Herrera to provide the 
churning polyrhythmic undercurrent. Guarna and Terry also distinguish 
themselves with their sizzling solo contributions on Valera’s most fully-
realized outing to date. And Herrera, who plays bata on “Interlude,” takes 
a dramatic conga solo on “Intro to Gismonteando” and contributes an 
energized timbales solo on “Poly,” provides the all-important Afro-Cuban 
flavor on this rootsy project.

Currently based in New York, where he has resided since enrolling at 
the New School in 2000 and subsequently studied with pianist Richie 
Bierach, saxophonist George Garzone and bassist Reggie Workman, 
Valera is establishing his rep within jazz circles as a talent deserving of 
wider recognition as both a prolific composer and accomplished pianist 
who is directly tied to the Chick Corea-Herbie Hancock-Keith Jarrett 
lineage. With a killer crew on board for his latest release as a leader, the 
Cuban-born artist takes a major leap forward in his promising career with 
his sixth outstanding release as a leader, New Cuban Express.

For More Information, Bio and Tour Dates on Manuel Valera go to:  
manuelvalera.com  Chris@TwofortheShowMedia.com  718-669-0752

MANUEL VALERA & THE NEW CUBAN EXPRESS 
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Wallace Roney
Home
HIGHNOTE 7218

★★★★

Wallace Roney’s latest disc, 
Home, is by far one of the best 
jazz trumpet dates of the year.

The ever-savvy Roney 
starts off the program with 
the intriguing “Utopia,” an 
obscure Wayne Shorter com-
position. Roney and his tenor 
saxophone-playing brother, 
Antoine Roney, pair up horns on the elliptical melody before splitting 
off to engage in some noteworthy soloing. 

With the help of drummers Kush Abadey, Darryl Green and Bobby 
Ward, Roney brings a refreshing now factor to the rhythmic underpin-
nings. On a stuttering reading of John McLaughlin’s “Pacific Express,” 
Roney’s soaring improvisations and bassist Rashaan Carter’s funky 
groove owe as much to 21st century hip-hop as they do to ’70s fusion. 
A similar delight happens on the mesmerizing makeover of Shorter’s 
“Plaza Real,” where the rhythmic vibe and George Burton’s glimmer-
ing Rhodes suggest heavy listening to the likes of hip-hop mavericks 
such as Madlib, J Dilla and 9th Wonder as well as Herbie Hancock and 
Joe Zawinul.

The haunting ballads “Ghosts Of Yesterday” and the smoldering 
“Evolution Of The Blues” are solid compositions that any jazz artist 
would love to call their own. Sure, they echo an aesthetic that’s become 
an inescapable pillar of jazz. But if, as the disc’s title hints, that’s indeed 
Roney’s artistic home base, why make such a fuss?  —John Murph

 
Home: Utopia; Home; Pacific Express; Plaza Real; Dawn; Evolution Of The Blues; Ghost Of Yesterday; 
Revive. (60:35)
personnel: Wallace Roney, trumpet; Antoine Roney, soprano and tenor saxophones; Aruán Ortiz, 
keyboards; George Burton, Fender Rhodes (4); Doug Carn, organ (5); Rashaan Carter, bass; Kush 
Abadey, drums (1, 3, 6); Darryl Green, drums (4, 5); Bobby Ward, drums, (2, 7, 8); Shakoor Sanders, 
percussion (2). 
ordering info: jazzdepot.com

Jamie Reynolds trio
Time With People
FRESH SOUND NEW TALENT 405

★★1/2

Pianist Jamie Reynolds wastes no 
time in attempting to make an 
impression on his debut. The 
Toronto native jumps out of the gate 
with left-hand ostinatos on “Ideas 
Of North” and follows up with right-
hand harmonies, balanced with nim-
ble intervals, on “Locks (Part One).” His mates don’t slouch, either. Bassist 
Gary Wang lays down contrapuntal lines and fluctuating runs. Meanwhile, 
drummer Eric Doob lathers up the patter with skittering brushwork. Point 
taken: This acoustic-minded trio nails technique and methodology. Such is 
the intense degree of focus and concentration, one guesses Reynolds may 
have recorded the entire album with his eyes closed. When Reynolds loos-
ens up and lets go of complex time-signature devices—and the formality 
they demand—a personality begins to develop, and claustrophobic har-
monic density and new-agey elements even out. His brief improvisation-
al pieces and the three-part “Locks” indicate an ability to lead from the 
heart rather than the head. Too often, however, Time With People is rem-
iniscent of a cautious recital.       —Bob Gendron

Time With People: Ideas Of North; Locks (Part One); Singing School; Improvisation (View); Miel-
Coeur; Locks (Part Two); Cold Spring; Improvisation (We’re All Here); Morning Sun; Locks (Part Three); 
Time With People; The Feeling Of Jazz. (51:15)
personnel: Jamie Reynolds, piano; Gary Wang, bass; Eric Doob, drums.
ordering info: jamiereynoldsmusic.com

Manuel Valera
New Cuban Express
MAVO 1104

★★★★1/2

Cuba-born pianist and compos-
er Manuel Valera knows both 
sides of the Latin jazz street. It 
would be tempting to slap that 
label on this fiery collection of 
his originals. In truth, though, 
this is a jazz album that uses 
Afro-Cuban music as an undercurrent and a jumping-off point.  

Valera is an extravagant musician, and his measure can perhaps be 
divined from his solo “Intro To Upwards”: From an ordered, classical-
ly derived motif to effusive two-handed flourishes to single-note lyri-
cism to a pumping montuno, Valera sets the table for a charged ensemble 
workout led by Yosvanny Terry’s galvanic alto sax. The group sound is 
full and animated; when Valera throws in swaths of electric keyboard or 
Rhodes color—yet another source of sonic surprise. Trap drummer Eric 
Doob and percussionist Mauricio Herrera provide such dimensional 
rhythm that Valera and guitarist Tom Guarna—who spins tangy single-
note solos on “Choices” and “Regards”—are free to play rhythm or not.        

Even with a sextet, Valera sustains exciting simultaneous musical 
currents. Somebody please give him a big band date.   —Kirk Silsbee

 
New Cuban Express: New Cuban Express; Intro To Upwards; Upwards; Choices; Me Faltabas Tú; 
Regards; Poly; Intro To Gismonteando; Gismonteando; Interlude; Cinco Contra Trés; Danzon; Makuta. 
(69:34)
personnel: Manuel Valera, piano, Fender Rhodes, keyboards; Yosvanny Terry, alto and soprano saxo-
phones, chekere; Tom Guarna, electric and acoustic guitars; John Benitez, bass; Eric Doob, drums; 
Mauricio Herrera, percussion. 
ordering info: manuelvalera.com

tedeschi trucks Band 
Everybody’s Talkin’ 
SONY MASTERWORKS 88691

★★★

Tedeschi Trucks Band’s double-
disc consists of 10 tracks cho-
sen from a year’s worth of shows 
around the world. (An 11th, 
“Nobody’s Free,” is a new studio 
track.) The Floridian couple, a 
match made in roots-music heav-
en, transcends genre boundaries 
with composure and flair. In effect, Derek Trucks and Susan Tedeschi 
are fronting a nine-piece cover band, thrilled to add new wrinkles to 
old songs they treasure. Four original songs, highlighted by the rousing 
“Bound For Glory,” would’ve fit tours many moons ago by Joe Cocker’s 
Mad Dogs & Englishmen and Delaney & Bonnie’s jam entourage.

A slide guitar virtuoso, Trucks mixes discipline and spontaneity in 
the pursuit of ecstatic release. He noticeably gets there, for instance, 
about eight minutes into “Learn How To Love” and twice during “Bound 
For Glory.” Tedeschi sings with a tough compassion that would draw 
a thumbs-up from a venerable soul-blues elders like Bland or Mighty 
Sam McClain. As a bonus, the Berklee alumna plays better-than-aver-
age blues guitar. Still, the bandleaders aren’t immune from excess and 
padding tunes. On disc two, a 16-minute “Uptight” loses its funk start-
ing with a trumpet solo, and the next track, “Love Has Something Else 
To Say,” plods on for 11 talk-is-cheap minutes.  —Frank-John Hadley

Everybody’s Talkin’: Disc One: Everybody’s Talkin’; Midnight In Harlem (Swamp Raga Intro With Little 
Martha); Learn How To Love; Bound For Glory; Rollin’ And Tumblin’; Nobody’s Free; Darling Be Home 
Soon (63:25). Disc 2: That Did It; Uptight; Love Has Something Else To Say (With Kissing My Love); 
Wade In The Water (43:01).
personnel: Derek Trucks, guitar; Susan Tedeschi, guitar, vocals; Oteil Burbridge, bass; Kofi Burbridge, 
keyboards, flute (6); J.J. Johnson, drums, percussion; Mike Mattison, vocals, acoustic guitar (2); Mark 
Rivers, vocals; Kebbi Williams, saxophone; Maurice Brown, trumpet; Saunders Sermons, trombone, 
vocals (Disc One, 7; Disc Two, 3).
ordering info: sonymasterworks.com
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